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ABSTRACT
Uncovering how transcription factors regulate their
targets at DNA, RNA and protein levels over time is
critical to define gene regulatory networks (GRNs)
and assign mechanisms in normal and diseased
states. RNA-seq is a standard method measuring
gene regulation using an established set of analysis stages. However, none of the currently available pipeline methods for interpreting ordered genomic data (in time or space) use time-series models to assign cause and effect relationships within
GRNs, are adaptive to diverse experimental designs,
or enable user interpretation through a web-based
platform. Furthermore, methods integrating ordered
RNA-seq data with protein–DNA binding data to distinguish direct from indirect interactions are urgently
needed. We present TIMEOR (Trajectory Inference
and Mechanism Exploration with Omics data in R),
the first web-based and adaptive time-series multiomics pipeline method which infers the relationship between gene regulatory events across time.
TIMEOR addresses the critical need for methods to
determine causal regulatory mechanism networks
by leveraging time-series RNA-seq, motif analysis,
protein–DNA binding data, and protein-protein inter-

action networks. TIMEOR’s user-catered approach
helps non-coders generate new hypotheses and validate known mechanisms. We used TIMEOR to identify a novel link between insulin stimulation and the
circadian rhythm cycle. TIMEOR is available at https:
//github.com/ashleymaeconard/TIMEOR.git and http:
//timeor.brown.edu.
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INTRODUCTION
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Cellular responses involve a complex cascade of interacting factors which include multiple genes that influence each
other at the DNA, RNA and protein levels either through
direct or indirect regulation. These cascades become apparent when we alter a specific regulatory mechanism through
a biological experiment allowing us to (i) construct the directed gene regulatory network (GRN), which provides a
temporal model defining such cellular interactions and (ii)
uncover the associated mechanism(s) (1). Most such interactions are poorly understood, with many of the genes involved remaining unidentified (2). Using multi-omics techniques, including time-series RNA-seq (3) and protein–
DNA interaction data (e.g. CUT&RUN (4) and ChIP-seq
(5)), biologists aim to measure changes in gene expression
and transcription factor (TF) binding over time to accurately identify the regulatory mechanisms. Specifically, biologists perturb a system over time in ordered ‘case’ experiments, generally compared with the ‘control’ experiment(s)
either at the first or subsequent time points. We can then
determine both gene differential expression (DE), that is,
the set of genes showing statistically significant quantitative changes in RNA-seq expression levels between two experiments, and evidence of direct interaction via protein–
DNA binding data. The most important goal of such experiments is to reconstruct GRNs, highlighting the up and
downstream candidates for future experiments or therapeutic treatment targets (6). In diseases such as cancer and diabetes, millions of dollars are spent each year to uncover
better therapeutic target genes with fewer off-target effects
on the patient (7). Understanding the temporal direct and
indirect interactions between genes and gene products provides us the insights needed to prevent off target effects. To
date, methods providing this understanding by integrating
time-series and multi-omics data are urgently needed to accurately identify GRNs and assign mechanisms.
To identify key regulatory mechanisms within a biological system, raw multi-omics data must be (i) preprocessed to generate corrected data for (ii) DE (i.e. primary) analysis and finally (iii) GRNs are reconstructed (i.e.
secondary) analysis. Within pre-processing, users perform
quality control, alignment, read count calculation, normalization, and correction. Current pipeline methods hardcode these pre-processing steps, thus not allowing users
to compare different pre-processing step methods, despite
the many method options available, which can significantly
impact or alter downstream results. Then, these pipeline
methods summarize regulatory mechanisms in secondary
analysis via (i) semi-informative gene ontology (GO) plots,
showing what processes are affected and those genes involved; (ii) and/or pathways (i.e. directed gene graphs),
showing directionality on a predefined network at a short
time-scale with no crosstalk connections between pathways
and/or (iii) networks (i.e. undirected gene graphs), thus losing directionality between genes and conflating gene and
protein identity, yet gaining crosstalk between pathways
and longer time-scales. However, none of these three outputs include a true GRN: a directed network highlighting how the key regulatory genes influence each other over
time.

Furthermore, current pipeline methods incorporate only
a subset of these stages, suffering from three additional
limitations. (i) They do not accurately process and determine DE of temporal data. In fact, most pipeline methods
used for time-series RNA-seq data DE analysis use categorical DE methods that do not consider time dependencies. Importantly, time-series DE methods algorithms are
underutilized (8). The few DE methods that do consider
temporal dynamics are not yet part of current pertinent
pipeline methods which are therefore incomplete (9–14).
For time-series DE methods that do exist, some can only
analyze specific experimental designs or require particular
pre-processed data as input (2,8,15). (ii) They do not predict
the order of action of the key regulators of transcription, i.e.
transcription factors (TFs) (2,14). (iii) While there are several pipelines to analyze each omic data type (RNA-seq or
ChIP-seq) in isolation, joint analysis of multiple omic data
types is required to uncover a GRN that models changes at
different molecular levels and over time (16,17).
No end-to-end time-series and multi-omics pipeline exists that given raw omics data produces a GRN. Furthermore, a plethora of methods can be chosen within each
stage, not all time-series experimental designs are the same,
and downstream results heavily depend on how the RNAseq data are processed. Most current pipeline methods do
not allow users to compare the multiple possible methods,
providing only one tool for each step (BioJupies (18); RSEQREP (10)) even though it is recommended to consider
multiple methods for analyses such as DE (8). Furthermore,
most only perform part of the analysis to infer regulatory
mechanisms involved in the biological experiment (VIPER
(19); BioWardrobe (20)). Also, the majority of platforms do
not use multiple data-types (iDEP (21); T-REx (22)), even
though we know that RNA-seq does not provide direct evidence of gene interaction. Other tools used to process such
time-series and multi-omics data have to be pieced together
such as Galaxy (23) and do not use a time-series DE model
for time-series data such as TuxNet (13) thus disregarding
time dependencies (Table 1). In Table 1, features are listed in
a progressive fashion following the flow of common analysis (Pre-processing, Primary, and Secondary Analyses), and
Accessibility Features, which enable users to interpret complex TF GRNs.
In summary, the field requires an end-to-end analysis
pipeline method using time-series algorithms to characterize gene dynamics over time that integrates TF binding data
to reconstruct GRNs as directed networks from ordered
RNA-seq data. It is important that such a pipeline method
enables users to compare multiple methods for RNA-seq
processing steps to accommodate diverse experimental designs, while leveraging each user’s expertise of the input experiment data (8). In this paper, we propose TIMEOR (Trajectory Inference and Mechanism Exploration with Omics
data in R) - an adaptive, streamlined pipeline method that:
(a) uses time-series models to generate informative predictions about GRNs and associated mechanisms; (b) supplies
tailored methods for diverse experimental designs; (c) performs multi-omics and experimentally determined protein–
protein interaction data integration and (d) provides an accessible and interactive interface to interpret temporal and
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Table 1. TIMEOR provides new functionalities to uncover temporal regulatory network and associated mechanisms. Exp.: experimental, Auto.: automated, QC: quality control, co.: correlation, PCA: principal component analysis, norm.: normalization, corr.: correction, DE: differential expression,
enrich.: enrichment, TF: transcription factor, GRN: gene regulatory network
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multi-omics results. We present the overview of TIMEOR
in Figure 1.
TIMEOR is the first automated interactive web (24,25)
and command line time-series, multi-omics pipeline method
for DE and comprehensive downstream analysis (Supplementary Figures S1 and S2). TIMEOR reconstructs interpretable and user-guided GRNs, going beyond to also
assign mechanism. Specifically, TIMEOR’s RShiny webinterface leverages users’ knowledge of the biological system by providing options to users during each analysis stage
(24). TIMEOR can retrieve raw sequence reads (RNA-seq
.fastq files) or read count matrices, and then performs all
analysis from quality control and DE to enrichment (Figure
1A, B). Next, TIMEOR integrates motif and protein–DNA
binding data to define TF binding patterns and reconstructs
a TF GRN (Figure 1C). The web-interface enhances reproducibility and ease for users to dedicate more time to interpreting results and planning follow-up experiments (Supplementary Figures S1 and S2). Overall, TIMEOR is an
adaptive method to return GRNs from time-series RNAseq and protein–DNA binding data which integrates motif
enrichment and temporal gene interactions.
We validated TIMEOR on both simulated and real
data, demonstrating that TIMEOR can predict known
and novel gene relationships within TF GRNs. Using real
time-series RNA-seq data collected after insulin stimulation (26), TIMEOR discovered a novel ordered cascade of
TF–TF interactions, identifying a new link between insulin
stimulation and a validated circadian clock GRN (27–30).
TIMEOR revealed that insulin regulates several key circadian clock TFs, providing a new molecular mechanism
linking a high sugar diet to sleep disruption (31–33). Overall, TIMEOR facilitates future analyses of integrated omics
data to uncover novel biological and disease mechanisms
from multi-omic and temporal gene expression data sets.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The TIMEOR web-app (https://timeor.brown.edu) hosted
through a partnership between Brown’s Computational
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Biology Core (https://cbc.brown.edu) and DRSC/TRiP
(https://fgr.hms.harvard.edu/tools) at Harvard Medical
School Research Computing allows users to automatically
and interactively analyze their time-series multi-omics data
from Drosophila melanogaster, Mus musculus, and Homo
sapiens (Supplementary Figures S1 and S2). The web-app
and software package consist of multiple stages (Figure 1).
First, the Pre-process Stage automatically chooses several
methods to optimally pre-process user data and generate
results after users answers six questions (Figure 1A, Supplementary Figure S1A–D). Second, in the Primary Analysis stage, DE results are compared between multiple continuous and categorical time-series methods (9,12,34). Users
can also compare new results with those from a previous
study to determine which DE method results to use for
downstream analysis. TIMEOR then automatically clusters and plots (25) the selected gene DE trajectories over
time (Figure 1B, Supplementary Figure S1E). Third, the results are sent to the Secondary Analysis stage (Figure 1C)
where three categories of analysis are performed in different
tabs: Enrichment, identifies the genes and gene types that
are over-represented within each cluster (Supplementary
Figure S2A); Factor Binding, predicts which TFs are posttranscriptionally influencing the expression of each gene
cluster using motif and protein–DNA binding data (Supplementary Figure S2B, C); and Temporal Relations, identifies TFs GRN (Supplementary Figure S2D). Overall, each
tab takes users through a series of exploratory results to determine the best predicted TF GRN (Supplement Method
Details).
Current pipeline methods are unable to effectively uncover
gene regulatory mechanisms
Compared to similar existing methods, TIMEOR fills a
knowledge gap as the only pipeline method to use timeseries and multi-omics data to infer GRNs and provides
twice as many features to uncover GRNs and associated
mechanisms from time-series and multi-omics data. These
methods were chosen based on their claims to analyze
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Pre-processing
Adaptive defaults given exp. design
Auto. data process from raw .fastqs
QC, sample co., PCA, norm., corr.
Primary Analysis
Multiple method compare options
Close time point DE model(s)
Unsupervised time-gene clustering
Secondary Analysis
GO, network and pathway enrich.
De novo motif analysis
Multi-omics data integration
TF enrichment analysis
Temporal GRN construction
Accessibility Features
Web interface
Interactive results
Project management
NUMBER FEATURES
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time-series RNA-seq data from raw .fastq files, integrate
protein–DNA binding data to elucidate direct and indirect
effects, and/ or perform downstream analysis to return at
least one of three aforementioned secondary analysis outputs after DE: (i) semi-informative GO plots, (ii) pathways
and/ or (iii) gene networks (both directed and undirected)
(10,13,18–23).
We compared these methods based on 14 features needed
to infer regulatory mechanisms and GRN reconstruction from time-series and multi-omics data (Table 1, left).
TIMEOR uniquely supports diverse experimental designs
for time-series data, and provides multiple methods to compare for alignment, normalization, and DE, including timeseries specific DE models. TIMEOR not only provides all
three analysis outputs after DE as mentioned above, but
also the GRN from time-series RNA-seq and protein–DNA
binding data. TIMEOR ties each stage coherently within
a web-interface for users to generate interpretable results,
gather the project management workflow used, and use
paper-ready figures (Table 1). Note that we do not consider
stand-alone GRN inference methods as they do not handle pre-processing, primary analysis, and the majority of
secondary analysis. They also predominantly handle single
time point data, and do not fully leverage multi-omics data
(Supplement Method Details).

Overall, compared to current pipeline methods,
TIMEOR has five unique features: (i) adaptive default analysis methods that can be customized to each
experimental design; (ii) multiple method comparisons
for alignment, normalization, and DE (for distant and
close time point data); and (iii) statistical, graphical and
interactive results for data exploration. (iv) Within each
cluster of similarly regulated genes, TIMEOR performs
automated gene enrichment, pathway, network, motif and
protein–DNA binding data analysis. (v) Lastly, TIMEOR
merges experimentally determined gene networks (35),
time-series RNA-seq and motif and protein–DNA information to reconstruct TF GRNs with directed causal
interaction edges by labeling the causal interaction and
regulation (activation or repression) between genes and
gene products.
The TIMEOR application: accessible and streamlined tool to
infer gene regulatory networks while validating and generating testable hypotheses from temporal and multi-omics data
Pre-process stage. The first stage of the TIMEOR package is the pre-process stage where users can either load and
retrieve published data sets of interest and perform preliminary analyses, or load any read count matrix of time-series
data (Figure 1A). To do the former, users can find their de-
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Figure 1. TIMEOR enables users to interrogate and reconstruct gene regulatory networks. Blue boxes denote main user-guided stages. (A) Users specify
a time-series RNA-seq data set in the Pre-process Stage in which the data are automatically retrieved, normalized, corrected, filtered and aligned to
the selected organism reference genome using multiple alignment methods for comparison. Importantly, users may also input the count matrix directly,
skipping to normalization and correction in step 3 of stage A. (B) The resulting count matrix is passed to Primary Analysis where multiple differential
expression (DE) methods are run to produce a time-series clustermap of gene DE trajectories over time. (C) DE results are passed to Secondary Analysis
for gene ontology, pathway, network, motif, protein–DNA binding data analysis, and gene regulatory network reconstruction. TF: transcription factor.
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Primary analysis. In Primary Analysis, users leverage the
adaptive default methods to perform the most appropriate gene DE analysis on their data. Alternatively, if users
answered ‘yes’ to the question ‘Compare multiple methods (alignment and differential expression)’, then multiple
DE methods (continuous and categorical) are automatically run, and users can visualize the output in both a table and Venn diagram illustrating overlapping differentially
expressed genes at an adjusted p-value threshold input by
users (9,12,34). A previous study gene list can be uploaded
into TIMEOR and displayed as another category in the
Venn diagram to help users determine which DE method
results to use for downstream analysis. TIMEOR automatically clusters the chosen method’s gene DE trajectories,
while also providing suggestions for manual cluster choice
(Figures 1B, S1E and S3D). These cluster results are then
passed to Secondary Analysis (Supplement Method Details).
Secondary analysis. On the first tab of Secondary Analysis (Figure 1C) called Enrichment, users can toggle through
each cluster to explore several types of enrichment within
each cluster, including GO, pathway (38), network (35),
and de novo motif discovery (39) (Supplementary Figure
S2A). On the second tab, Factor Binding, TIMEOR determines observed TFs (i.e. differentially expressed genes that
are TFs) and predicted TFs (i.e. TFs enriched to bind to
differentially expressed genes within a cluster) (Supplementary Figure S2B) (40). TIMEOR provides four predicted TF
tables: (i) Top Predicted Transcription Factors by Orthology table, (ii) Top Predicted Transcription Factors by Motif Similarity table, and their associated Top Transcription

Factors Table per Method for both (iii) orthology and 4)
motif similarity (Supplementary Figure S2C).
TIMEOR identifies both the observed and predicted TFs
that could be temporally interacting. The observed TFs are
identified leveraging AnimalTFDB (41) which lists known
TFs for our organisms of interest. In order to identify predicted TFs and produce the first two tables described above,
TIMEOR uses Rcistarget (40) to scan up to 21 TF prediction methods for evidence of enriched TF binding to
each cluster of genes by both orthology and motif similarity. That is, each enriched motif is associated with candidate
TFs based on orthologous sequences or based on similarities between annotated and unknown motifs (40,42). For
both types, TIMEOR then summarizes the top four predicted TFs across all methods as follows: for each method,
we first retain the ranked top four predictions. For each index i ∈ {1, . . . , 4} let Xi be the set of TFs that are reported
in the i th position across the methods. For each TF in Xi ,
if at least a fraction of 40% (adjustable) of methods report
the same TF at position i , the TF is included in the concordance set Ci . Thus, the final output is an ordered list
(C1 , . . . , C4 ) of TFs that are concordantly reported by TF
prediction methods. Note that Ci may be empty if there is no
TF reported by at least 40% of methods at position i . This
process is performed for each gene trajectory cluster, and for
TFs predicted by orthology and motif similarity. For each of
the resulting two tables (Top Predicted Transcription Factors by Orthology, and Top Predicted Transcription Factors by Motif Similarity), per cluster, TIMEOR combines
the observed TFs, the top four predicted TFs, and their associated ENCODE identifiers (IDs) for all predicted TFs
(43,44). All tables are available on download. Results from
the Top Predicted Transcription Factors by Orthology table
is displayed in TIMEOR’s web-app (Supplementary Figure
S2C).
On the third tab Temporal Relations, TIMEOR uses the
observed TFs per cluster and the top one predicted TF per
cluster (from Top Predicted Transcription Factors by Orthology table) to determine the Temporal Relations Table
between TFs, which defines a directed TF GRN (Figure
2, Supplementary Figure S2D, S2E). TIMEOR does this
by harnessing the information previously gained by users
traversing the Preprocessing, Primary and other Secondary
Analysis stages to construct a TF GRN. This is done specifically by integrating (i) time-series RNA-seq data which
TIMEOR clustered, (ii) knowledge of the observed TFs per
cluster, (iii) the top one (of four) predicted TFs per cluster
(listed in Top Predicted Transcription Factor by Orthology
table, Supplementary Figure S2C) and (iii) STRINGdb’s
‘experimentally determined’ edges (35) showing interacting
TFs. TIMEOR infers interaction edges between pairs of
TFs from either STRINGdb’s known ‘experimentally determined’ interactions (35) or ‘predicted’: TIMEOR’s novel
suggested interaction, as detailed below.
Figure 2 shows a schematic of how TIMEOR integrates
these to generate a TF GRN. Specifically, the observed
and top one predicted TFs within the Top Predicted Transcription Factors by Orthology table (Supplementary Figure S2C) are combined with the temporal dynamics across
gene trajectory clusters to form the Temporal Relations Table. This table is called ‘Temporal Relations Between Ob-
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sired time-series RNA-seq data on Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) and upload GEO’s automatically generated
SRA Run Table (36). TIMEOR will then automatically generate a corresponding metadata file for subsequent analyses. After answering six basic questions regarding the experimental design, TIMEOR establishes the tailored adaptive default methods to use for time-series RNA-seq data
processing (Supplementary Figure S1A). TIMEOR then
automatically: (i) retrieves and stores the raw .fastq files
of interest in a unique directory created for each user; (ii)
checks RNA-seq data quality; (iii) uses the adaptive defaults to compare and choose from several methods to
align and calculate read counts per gene, resulting in a
gene-by-replicate read count matrix (Supplementary Figure S1B). Importantly, users may also choose to directly upload their own read count matrix and associated metadata
file. Then, TIMEOR provides several options to correlate
(Pearson or Spearman) and perform principal component
analysis (PCA) between sample replicates, both automatically output as interactive plots. From these results, users
can choose from several options to normalize (upper quartile or trimmed mean of m-values) and then correct (Harman) (37) the resulting read count matrix in preparation for
the next stage (Supplementary Figure S1C, D) (Supplement
Method Details). Importantly, TIMEOR provides a ‘Getting Started’ first tab where input data details are explained,
providing helpful tips for new users.
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served and Top Predicted Factors’ on TIMEOR’s website.
This table defines the GRN and specifically highlights the
temporal relationships between each pair of TFs. This relationship is defined as the collection of all tuples (t, u, v, i, e):
the time at which regulation state changes t; the source TF u
(either predicted or observed); the target TF v, which must
be observed (as TIMEOR only reports regulation changes
for those TFs we see in the data); interaction type i , and
regulation type e. Each interaction type i can be known,
i.e. experimentally determined (reported in STRINGdb) or
predicted: TIMEOR’s novel suggested interaction. The latter (predicted interaction) correspond to pairs (u, v) of TFs
that i) change regulation state at a given time t, and ii) have
previously been unreported to interact. Each regulation can
either be activation (a), or repression (r ), thereby defining
e ∈ {a, r }. We describe how these regulation types are assigned below using the temporal dynamics across each gene
trajectory cluster. The collection of all tuples (t, u, v, i, e)
of all interactions comprises the Temporal Relations Table
which defines the TF GRN.
Algorithmically, TIMEOR is first given a window of time
required from users (question six, Supplementary Figure
S1A). This defines the number of change-points d to consider for interactions between TFs. To illustrate TIMEOR’s
steps let that window be 1 in this example, and follow Figure 2. Thus TIMEOR considers interactions at the transitions between timepoint t1 and t2 and then t2 and t3 , which
defines d1 and d2 , respectively. For the first change-point d1 ,
cluster A is downregulated with observed TF T FD , and the
top predicted TF to bind cluster A is T FK . Both T FK and

T FD are known to interact (35). Cluster B is upregulated
with observed TF T FM. Thus, at d1 , TIMEOR infers that
predicted TF T FK downregulates observed TF T FD in an
experimentally determined interaction, and TIMEOR predicts a novel interaction that observed TF T FD upregulates
observed TF T FM. At the next change-point d2 , cluster B
is downregulated with observed TF T FM. Cluster C is activated with observed TF T FH , and the top predicted TF to
bind cluster C is T FZ. Observed TFs T FM and T FH are
known to interact, so TIMEOR infers that observed TF
T FM upregulates T FH in an experimentally determined interaction. TIMEOR also infers that predicted TF T FZ upregulates T FH in a predicted interaction. This information
is detailed in the resulting Temporal Relations Table. Examples can be seen in Figure 4C and Supplementary Figure S3E. At the bottom of this last tab TIMEOR provides
the STRINGdb web-interface to facilitate users to visualize
and customize the resulting temporal regulatory network.
In this way, users can add and move TF nodes around, as
well as add other non-TF genes to the network that were
identified by TIMEOR in earlier steps (Figures 4D, 5A,
Supplementary Figure S2D, S2E).
In summary, TIMEOR leverages AnimalTFDB (41) to
identify observed TFs within each gene trajectory cluster, and summarizes Rcistarget (40) results to identify predicted TFs (top four per gene trajectory cluster). Using just
the observed TFs and top one predicted TF per gene trajectory cluster, TIMEOR then identifies which TFs could
be directly interacting to form a TF GRN, via known
(STRINGdb (35)) or predicted interaction edges, using the
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Figure 2. Temporal Relations Table combines enables reconstruction of the transcription factor (TF) gene regulatory network. Diagram representation of
algorithm separated into (i) temporal and TF information provided before Temporal Relations Table is built. (ii) TIMEOR combines five inputs, one of
which is the experimentally determined interactions, to pass to TIMEOR’s algorithm to (iii) reconstruct GRN (in table format). Activation is represented
by +, repression is represented by –. Note we set the time frame of interaction within one time point (user question six to set adaptive default methods).
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RESULTS
Evaluation of TIMEOR on simulated data
To determine TIMEOR’s robustness to recover TF GRNs,
we simulated temporal expression patterns in Homo sapiens for genes known to interact with each other. Specifically, we used Polyester (45) to simulate four RNA-seq
expression cascading activation patterns over two biological replicates of six time points for 63 genes at ∼20× sequencing coverage (Supplementary Figure S3E). We used
the first time point as the control for the subsequent five
time points. To simulate adequate background gene expression, we sampled and analyzed two biological replicates from a real time-series RNA-seq experiment of Fusobacterium nucleatum-stimulated human gingival fibroblasts control samples (GEO: GSE118691) taken at 2, 6, 12,
24, and 48 h (46,47). We simulated a constant RNA-seq expression of one-fold across all six time points for all those
genes that were active in at least one time point. To assess TIMEOR’s performance in inferring the ground truth
GRN, we varied the percent concordance of the top TF
identified by each method. For a concordance value of 35%
and above, TIMEOR recovered simulated TF GRNs with
perfect precision (Figure 3A). As expected, at low percent
concordance between TF prediction methods TIMEOR
predicts other TF interactions which were not simulated.
Furthermore, TIMEOR achieved perfect recall for all percent concordance thresholds except at high percent concordance (65% and above) which led to one ground truth TF
to drop out. This simulation highlights TIMEOR’s ability
to infer accurate temporal relations between TFs by integrating time-series RNA-seq, protein–DNA binding, motif
data, and experimentally determined gene interaction information (Supplement Result Details).
Evaluation of TIMEOR on real data
We next ran TIMEOR on an RNA-seq time-series experiment where Drosophila SR2+ cells were incubated with
insulin. RNA-seq was performed on 10 consecutive time
points every 20 minutes with three biological replicates (26).
Previously, Zirin et al. found that the MYC TF regulates
tRNA synthetases and ribosome biogenesis genes which enhance growth of cells in which MYC is overexpressed. In
what follows, we describe how TIMEOR recapitulated these
previous findings and generated novel insights by analyzing
each gene trajectory cluster separately (Figure 3), and then
jointly, thereby uncovering temporal dynamics among observed and predicted TFs by merging gene trajectory cluster

information (Figure 4). TIMEOR thus enabled us to formulate a new biological hypothesis regarding insulin stimulating the circadian rhythm cycle (Figure 5).
Using time-series data from Drosophila cells before and
after insulin stimulation, TIMEOR recapitulates previous
findings (26) and discovers novel insights into insulin signaling. In primary analysis, TIMEOR compared results from
three different DE methods: DESeq2 (34), Next maSigPro
(12), and ImpulseDE2 (9). ImpulseDE2 showed the most
significant overlap with the list of 1211 differentially expressed genes from Zirin et al. (p-value = 5.33e–127 using the hypergeometric test) and the highest overlap with
other methods (Supplementary Figure S3C). Zirin et al. filtered and followed up on 33 of these 1211 genes to create a
highly specific set. When TIMEOR overlapped these three
methods with those 33 genes, ImpulseDE2 again showed
the highest overlap with the previous study (p-value = 7.9e–
137 using the hypergeometric test) and other methods. GO
analysis within TIMEOR was consistent with the findings
from Zirin et al. (26) which showed enrichment for genes
regulating ribosome biogenesis (Figure 3C).
Next, TIMEOR clustered (25) the DE data from ImpulseDE2 into six clusters using Euclidean distance between gene trajectories and Ward’s method to relate clusters
of genes (Figure 3B). TIMEOR then generated the pathway, network, and GO analysis for each cluster. We found
that cluster b, the largest cluster, showed enrichment in the
ribosome biogenesis (Figure 3D) pathway which was previously identified (Figure 3C). Moreover, TIMEOR’s clustering analysis (Figure 3B) showed that there were five additional clusters with different temporal patterns that were
not identified by Zirin et al.
Importantly, TIMEOR determined that new information
may be gained by considering the dynamics of gene expression patterns when analyzing time-series experiments.
TIMEOR found that the other gene trajectories represented
by clusters a, c, d, e and f each reveal new insights about insulin signaling (Figure 3B). Clusters a and e contained novel
genes identified by TIMEOR that did not overlap with the
previous study (26): snoRNA and 28SrRNA pseudogenes.
For these sets of non-coding genes, most pathway and GO
analysis do not work, but TIMEOR is able to highlight
these genes, which are enriched through a hypergeometric
significance test (Figure 3E). These 28SrRNA-Psi may encode ribosomal RNA fragments that have been mislabeled
as pseudogenes, which is consistent with the previous identification of ribosome biogenesis genes (48–50). Cluster a
only contained two genes, one snoRNA and one 28SrRNA
pseudogene and interestingly these genes followed a similar trajectory to cluster e genes that differed only late in the
time-series. Cluster f contains the group of genes that are
repressed earliest in the regulatory cascade, including Lobe,
which was not identified as differentially expressed in the
previous study even though it interacts directly with MYC,
which was studied as a key regulator (Figure 3F) (51).
Our main task is to uncover how each gene cluster influences the expression of the other gene clusters through
TFs by generating a TF GRN. To this end, TIMEOR integrates temporal dynamics between gene trajectory clusters
with predicted TFs and STRINGdb’s experimentally determined network to temporally relate both observed (Figure
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temporal dynamics between clusters within a window of
time defined by users (question six Supplementary Figure
S1A). This process to form a TF GRN is detailed above and
in Figure 2. Thus, using time-series RNA-seq, motif and
protein–DNA binding data analysis, and experimentally determined network information, TIMEOR generates a TF
GRN (Figure 2, 4D, and Supplementary Figure S2D, S2E).
TIMEOR outputs all results in each user’s personal analysis session folder to download for future use (Supplementary Figure S2F), and provides in-depth tutorials, demonstrations, and videos (Supplementary Figure S2G).
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Figure 3. TIMEOR accurately recovers known and novel mechanisms and genomic relationships. (A) Precision by percent concordance curve of TIMEOR’s
ability to recover a simulated Homo sapiens TF GRN where the percent concordance between TF prediction methods ranges from 2 to 85%. (B) TIMEOR’s
clustermap (25) of significant genes’ trajectories using z-score to denote change in downregulation (blue) and upregulation (red). (C) Without clustering,
we recapitulate previous findings (26) and illustrate through GO analysis. Note TIMEOR uses Benjamini–Hochberg adjusted p-value correction. (D)
TIMEOR’s pathway analysis for largest cluster b, which identifies the same ribosome biogenesis pathway as Zirin et al. (26). (E) TIMEOR highlights cluster
e snoRNA pseudogenes and 28SrRNA pseudogenes which are enriched (hypergeometric test). (F) TIMEOR identified Lobe, which interacts directly with
MYC (47). This interaction was not identified by prior analysis even though MYC was the focus of the previous study (26).

4A arrows) and predicted TFs (Figures 4B and S2C) within
each cluster in a Temporal Relations Table (Figure 4C, Supplementary Figure S2D, S3E). TIMEOR identified the circadian rhythm TFs pdp1 and cwo as observed TFs which
change in gene expression in response to insulin early in
the regulatory cascade (Figure 4A). In the earliest regulated
cluster f (repressed over time), TIMEOR identified the observed TF gene cg32772, followed in temporal order by cwo
in cluster d and pdp1 in cluster c.
Next, TIMEOR leveraged motif analysis and ChIP-seq
data to uncover and validate predicted TF regulators for

each cluster (Figure 4B). TIMEOR identified the available
ENCODE data for all predicted TFs, as ChIP-seq data were
not available after insulin stimulation. Using TIMEOR’s
list of predicted TF ENCODE IDs, we chose the most
comparable ChIP-seq data to input into TIMEOR’s predicted TF average binding profiles (Figure 4B). As predicted by the Top Predicted Transcription Factors Table
by Orthology, HNF4 showed the strongest binding affinity to the early repressed cluster f genes (gene body) and
to the promoters of the next activated cluster (cluster d
genes).
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Then, we examined the two most popular TF prediction
methods JASPAR (52) and HOMER (53) and found that
CYC ranks as the second most likely TF to bind to genes in
cluster d (Supplementary Figure S3F). As predicted, when
examining TF binding, CYC bound most strongly to the
promotor of cluster d genes. CYC also showed strong binding within the gene body of genes in cluster f, which is the
cluster repressed just before cluster d is activated. Moreover, CYC is known to bind to the genes encoding or physically associated with most of the observed TFs and most of
the other top predicted TFs (27,30,35). Importantly, CYC
bound to the promotor of the observed TF gene cwo in cluster d. All of this suggests that CYC is the most enriched to
bind cluster d (27). CWO was an observed TF in cluster d
and bound strongly to the transcription start sites (TSS) of
genes in that cluster (Figure 4B), as well as cluster c where
there is a known interaction with pdp1 (27,30). In the next
activated cluster, MYC showed strong binding to the later
expressed genes in cluster b as predicted in the Top Predicted Transcription Factors by Orthology table. Therefore,
average binding profiles in combination with TF prediction
results (Supplementary Figure S3F) provide support that
the predicted TFs identified by TIMEOR are likely to be
involved in regulating insulin signaling.
Cluster d nicely demonstrates how users can leverage
TIMEOR’s four predicted TF tables to identify temporal relationships between TFs (Supplementary Figure S2C, S3F).
Each TF prediction method is run individually on each cluster of genes, hence not integrating information across clusters. Thus, TIMEOR enables users to view results across
all clusters and generates new testable hypotheses through

its four predicted TF tables and GRN. The Top Predicted
Transcription Factors by Motif Similarity table reported
CG9272 as the most likely TF to bind cluster d and ChIPseq results showed strong binding to the gene body of genes
in cluster d (Supplementary Figure S3G). In the Top Predicted Transcription Factors by Orthology table, TIMEOR
reported TBP as the top predicted TF to bind (Supplementary Figure S3F). While there are known (i.e. experimentally
determined) interactions between TBP and the observed TF
CG32772, and between TBP and the predicted TF HNF4
in cluster f (35) (Figure 4D), TBP had an indistinguishable
average binding profile across most clusters likely because
it is a basal TF (Supplementary Figure S3H). Therefore,
TIMEOR generated a testable hypothesis that TBP functions with CG32772 and HNF4 to modulate gene regulation, while also providing strong evidence leveraging the
four predicted TF tables and protein–DNA data, to identify CYC as the most likely predicted TF to bind cluster d
(Figure 4D, Supplementary Figure S3F).
Integrating the observed and predicted TFs within
TIMEOR’s Temporal Relations Table, TIMEOR augmented the experimentally determined STRINGdb network to predict a new GRN stimulated by insulin which
has the following steps (Figures 4D and 5): step 1: The top
predicted TF HNF4 which binds to cluster f represses the
observed TF encoding gene cg32772. Step 2: The CYC TF
and repression of the CG32772 TF activate the cwo gene in
the next activated cluster d. Step 3: The CWO TF activates
to the pdp1 gene in the next activated cluster c. Two of these
predicted interactions have been experimentally validated in
other contexts related to the circadian rhythm cycle: (i) the
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Figure 4. TIMEOR leverages temporal and multi-omics data to identify a novel gene regulatory network. (A) TIMEOR’s clustermap (25) highlighting
TIMEOR’s temporal clustering with observed TFs present in the earliest changing clusters. (B) Validation of predicted TFs using ChIP-seq data provided
through TIMEOR to show binding affinity to genes across each cluster. (C) Excerpt of TIMEOR’s Temporal Relations Table showing temporal relationship
between TFs. (D) Combining TIMEOR’s Temporal Relations Table, predicted TF information, and STRINGdb (35), TIMEOR outputs a gene regulatory
network connecting insulin signaling and the circadian rhythm cycle.
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CYC TF is known to activate the cwo gene (28,30); (ii) the
CWO TF is known to bind to the pdp1 gene (27,30). In this
way, TIMEOR predicted a new GRN stimulated by insulin.
CYC, CWO and PDP1 are essential TFs which regulate
the circadian rhythm cycle and function together in the temporal order identified by TIMEOR (27,28,30). TIMEOR
infers a model in which the TF CYC binds to and activates
the cwo gene producing the CWO TF which influences the
expression of cluster c (Figure 5). Furthermore, the CWO
TF binds to the gene encoding the observed TF pdp1 in cluster c, and this information is thus highlighted by directed
arrows in the GRN (Figure 5A). Consistent with our predicted GRN, Zhou et al. (30) and Fathallah-Shaykh et al.
(27) experimentally determine that CYC functions earlier
than CWO, which functions earlier than PDP1 during the
regulation of circadian rhythms (Figure 5B).
In contrast to the circadian rhythm genes, little is known
about observed TF CG32772 other than that it contains
a zinc finger domain (54). Given the temporal dynamics
showing that CG32772 expression was repressed prior to

the activation of the cwo gene, TIMEOR predicted that the
loss of CG32772 activates the expression of the observed
cwo gene. Therefore, CG32772 is predicted to act as a repressor of the cwo gene, which is a novel and testable hypothesis. For example, the CG32772 gene could be depleted
to define its role in insulin signaling. Overall TIMEOR
linked insulin signaling to a known circadian GRN and
identified a new predicted TF that can be investigated in the
future (Figure 5).
DISCUSSION
Novel, accessible and reproducible pipeline method integrating time-series RNA-seq and multi-omics data
Here, we presented Trajectory Inference and Mechanism
Exploration with Omics data in R (TIMEOR). This
pipeline method provides several advances including being the first accessible, adaptive and streamlined pipeline
method to infer temporal dynamics between genes by integrating multi-omics data, including time-series RNA-seq
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Figure 5. TIMEOR identifies that insulin acts as a cue for the circadian clock. (A) TIMEOR identifies a GRN comprising both observed and the top
predicted TFs binding each cluster (i.e. event order). This causal interaction network (TF GRN) has a subnetwork of previously identified known circadian
interactions (see top bracket) (27,30). (B) Schematic showing that TIMEOR found two new players predicted to influence circadian rhythm cycle and are
induced by insulin: HNF4, which is known to regulate glucose-dependent insulin secretion, and CG32772, which could regulate the cwo gene.
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Insulin acts as a cue for the circadian clock
We used TIMEOR to identify TF GRNs that are activated
by insulin stimulation with two goals: (i) to uncover the
dynamic changes in molecular function after insulin stimulation; (ii) to identify the order of action of TFs in this
process by integrating temporal RNA-seq data, motif analysis, ChIP-seq data, and experimentally determined gene
interaction networks. Overall, TIMEOR recapitulated the
findings from a previous study (26) while also determining
that insulin signaling activates the transcription of TFs that
regulate the circadian rhythm cycle (Figure 5A). More research is needed to understand this relationship, although
several studies suggest that the circadian clock coordinates
the daily rhythm in human glucose metabolism (33,57).
Insulin resistance is a major contributor to the development of Type 2 Diabetes, caused by disrupting insulin, which alters metabolism (Figure 5B). The circadian rhythm cycle regulates several daily processes including metabolizing glucose to be used as energy and regu-

lating insulin sensitivity (31,33). Disrupting the circadian
rhythm cycle (by staying up late or shift work) dysregulates metabolism, which can cause weight gain and Type
2 diabetes (58). Therefore, it is known that disrupting the
circadian clock can dysregulate insulin signaling. However,
TIMEOR found a novel link, which shows that insulin
directly regulates TFs that are known to alter the circadian clock such as cyc, cwo and pdp1. TIMEOR identified
two new TFs that are predicted to influence the circadian
rhythm cycle and are induced by insulin: (i) HNF4 is known
to regulate glucose-dependent insulin secretion (59) and (ii)
CG32772 could be regulating the cwo gene. Further validation experiments will be required to test these new promising hypotheses.
SUMMARY
Overall, TIMEOR is a new adaptive method capitalizing on cause-and-effect modeling to analyze time-series
RNA-seq and protein–DNA binding data. TIMEOR’s automated pipeline structure facilitates in depth analysis of
input data while supporting reproducibility and providing
the best tools for a given experimental design. Importantly,
TIMEOR integrates time-series and multi-omics data to
model temporal dynamics between TFs in an accessible and
flexible framework for user exploration and to enable targeted follow-up biological experiments.
DATA AVAILABILITY
TIMEOR is an open source package available on Github
(https://github.com/ashleymaeconard/TIMEOR) through
Docker, and on the web at https://timeor.brown.edu.
Extensive documentation and support can be found at
TIMEOR’s Github page, including video instruction and
demonstration tutorials. Scripts for simulations available on Github (https://github.com/ashleymaeconard/
TIMEOR sims). Supplementary Data are available at
NAR online.
In this study, we reanalyzed data generated and available on GEO with accession numbers GSE118691, and
SRP190499. We also reanalyzed ChIP-seq data with GEO
accession numbers ENCFF491LHJ, ENCFF829HXS,
ENCFF082KKV, ENCFF680FFM, ENCFF553PBY and
ENCFF145ATU.
SUPPLEMENTARY DATA
Supplementary Data are available at NAR Online.
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and protein–DNA binding data (ChIP-seq or CUT&RUN)
from multiple experimental designs. TIMEOR can compare
multiple alignment, normalization and DE methods automatically and provide options for users to choose, which
results to use downstream. Our method provides multiple
close and distant time point DE methods and performs automatic gene trajectory clustering while also enabling users
to manually cluster their data. TIMEOR performs gene trajectory cluster enrichment by providing GO, network, pathway and motif analysis. Then, TIMEOR integrates protein–
DNA binding data to infer which predicted TFs (reported
by TIMEOR) could be influencing the expression of each
cluster. TIMEOR even provides ENCODE IDs for all of
the potential protein–DNA interaction datasets it identifies. The web-interface for TIMEOR provides users with
the ability to interact, explore, and test variants of multiple types of analysis without coding skills. Importantly,
TIMEOR enables users to infer temporal relations between
TFs and their gene targets through integration of timeseries and multi-omics data with experimentally determined
gene interaction networks.
TIMEOR enables researchers to run new analyses while
also being able to reproduce results from past studies in
a simple to use interface. Future work could include providing an RNA-seq read trimming method, read mapping
methods, and DE methods for users (55). Further, many
comparative studies suggest taking a union of the DE results between methods for a more robust set of genes in
downstream analysis, thus we would like to provide this
functionality to users (8). We plan to provide more interactive features such as integrating visNetwork (56) to visualize networks, and integrate methods to examine temporal
differential splicing and isoform expression. Furthermore,
we would also like to add a set of methods specifically targeted for single-cell RNA-seq analysis. Lastly, there are several stand-alone GRN reconstruction methods, which we
would like to integrate into TIMEOR (Supplement Method
Details). Our modular framework enables addition of novel
and existing methods from pre-processing to GRN reconstruction in future versions.
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